










Assessment happens continuously!









What level do traditional 
math assessments reach?

•  Level 1
• Memorize
• Calculate
• Define
• Measure

•  Level 2
•  Identify patterns
• Graph

•  Level 3
• Develop a logical 

argument
• Draw conclusions

•  Level 4
• Design
•  Synthesize



What gets tested is what gets learned



Formative Summative

“For” Learning “Of” Learning

Drives Instruction Measures effectiveness
of instruction

Continuous At the end

Never graded Graded



How can we move 
assessment to Levels 3-4?

•  Use data to identify 
patterns and draw 
conclusions

•  Identify what data to 
collect in order to answer 
a question

•  Use multiple equations 
together to solve for a 
new variable

•  Level 3
• Develop a logical 

argument
• Draw conclusions

•  Level 4
• Design
•  Synthesize



Objectives

Specific

Measurable

Attainable

Relevant

Time-based



Write two objectives you would have for 
students if they were exploring the circuit 

activities from yesterday.!
!
!

Brainstorm how you could assess each of 
these objectives at Levels 1-4!

!



Share your ideas with 
someone from the table 

next to you!



Should you only 
assess at one level?!



Write an assessment item 
and share with a partner 

from another table. 
Provide feedback to your 

partner !



How do you grade these 
higher level assessments?

•  Do you award more credit to the “right 
answer” or the process?

•  Can you get full credit for the wrong 
answer?



Rubrics!

Score! Response!

4! Complete, correct, and beyond!

3! Complete and correct!

2! Partially correct and/or incomplete!

1! Incorrect!

0! Off task or not attempted!

Score! Response!

3! Correct!

2! Partially correct!

1! Incorrect!

0! Off task or not attempted!

http://rubistar.4teachers.org!



Rubrics - Feedback!
•  Think about the jump from one level to the next!

•  Make a feedback rubric!

Level you are at! Next Level!

You have mastered …………..!
!

You have mastered recognizing the 
patterns in your observations!

Your next step is to ………..!
!

Now you need to start to think about 
what those patterns are a result from.  

What ideas in class explain these 
patterns?!



Feedback!

You can also make a code sheet for feedback!

!

Number your comments on the code-sheet and then 
just write the # or letter on students work!

-they can interpret these with the code-sheet!



Feedback!

Peers can provide feedback as part of the process!

!

Research has shown that when students critique and 
evaluate others ideas they increase their own learning 

gains!



Cycle of Formative 
Assessment

(adapted from Skip Fennell)



Formative Assessment

•  Clarifying Learning Intentions

•  Engineering Interactions

•  Providing Feedback

•  Creating Owners

•  Activating Students as Resources



Observations



Observations

• What would you hope to observe?

•  How would you know if you saw it?

•  How will you record/note the observation?

• What misconceptions might you observe?



Interviews



Interviews

• What questions will you ask?

• What are you anticipating students to say?

• What follow-up questions might you ask?



Show Me



Show Me

•  Provide a prompt that will allow students to 
demonstrate whether or not they 
understand the skill/idea.

•  How will this be different from an interview 
question in terms of what you hope to 
observe?



Hinge Questions



Hinge Questions

•  This question might be different in that it is 
a turning point in the lesson. It will help you 
decide what to do next.



Exit Task or Card



Exit Task or Card

•  This is the capstone problem that informs 
you how to plan for the next day or after 
the assessment.



Observations
Interviews
Show Me

Hinge Questions
Exit Task or Card



How does the cycle of 
formative assessment align 
with our lesson structures?!



Feedback
vs.

Grades



Feedback vs.

Feedback
and

Grades



Exam!
82%!

Other!
18%!

Largely motivated by exam requirements!



 

“…now that I know the tests are not 
really focused on memorization and 
actually learning concepts …… its 

more like applying things“      



When does change occur?!
•  It was not all at once!

•  Usually after the second or third midterm…!

“I made some changes after the second 
midterm and then a few after the third and then 
like after this fourth one because I calculated 
all the stuff and what I need to get a B in this 
class so like all that so that has influenced me 
to study more.”!



Revision!
•  Look at the assessment you designed and 

submitted online!

•  Think about how you could modify it to assess at 
different levels!

•  Using your original make revisions and then write 
a reflection on what revisions you would make 
and why!



Lunch!



Final Surveys!



Thank You!


